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Abstract

In an environment of rapid technological change,
collection managers face the challenge of ensuring that
valuable resources remain accessible when there are
changes to the technological context in which those
resources are embedded. In this context of requiring
“accessibility over time”, digital preservation initiatives
also demand for interoperability, or as what Hedstrom
calls temporal interoperability. But first, libraries, espe-
cially in the academic world, need some general guide-
lines to assist in selectively choosing digital resources
which are of great need to collect and preserve. This
paper attempts to provide some structure for the con-
cepts and ideas on a general collection management
decision guide in the form of a requirements analysis
framework that may assist in determining the metada-
ta granularity required for digital resource manage-
ment within an archive. The objective is for metadata
and mechanisms to be shared among digital archives,
but policies can be tailored to the requirements of the
organization.
Keywords: digital archives, preservation metadata.

1. Introduction - Interoperability over time

We need scalable tools and standards for 
interoperability between archives.

Margaret Hedstrom 

Paul Miller of UKOLN’s Interoperability Focus,
defines “interoperability” as follows: “to be interoper-
able, one should actively be engaged in the ongoing
process of ensuring that the systems, procedures and
culture of an organization are managed in such a way
as to maximize opportunities for exchange and re-use
of information, whether internally or externally”.

1.1 Layers of interoperability

To achieve interoperability, the most practical way
is to comply with standards. However, implementers
often have to choose between standards and how to
apply these high-level principles and standards to the
“real world”. From a “layer” model view, technical
interoperability might be seen as the base on which
other layers are built, where XML is seen as the stan-
dard facilitating technical interoperability. On the
other hand, initiatives such as the Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative (DCMI) and the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) are seen as facilitating
semantic interoperability (Johnston, 2001). 

Hedstrom (2001) describes the concept of tempo-
ral interoperability as the ability of current systems
or legacy systems to interoperate with future systems
that may use new formats, data models, languages,
communication protocols, and hardware. Temporal
interoperability promises to make the digital archives
of the future as interoperable as today’s digital
libraries. 

Johnston (2001) further mentioned that there is
also the aspect of inter-community interoperability
that has to be considered, and that “collection
description” could be a mechanism to attain this
type of interoperability. Libraries have traditionally
concentrated on the description of the individual
items of their holdings in the form of catalog
records. In a networked environment, there is a
growing recognition of the value of complementing
this item-level description with descriptions of
higher-level aggregates of material. Collection
descriptions can give an overview of groups of oth-
erwise “uncataloged” items. Managers of archival
and museum resources have traditionally made
greater use of description at higher levels. As one
example, the RSLP Collection Description project
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developed a collection description metadata schema
which was based in part on the Dublin Core meta-
data element set, and an RDF implementation of
that schema. The RSLP schema can be used in our
proposed model. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss more
about collection-level descriptions.

1.2 Existing standards

Preservation metadata is comprised mainly of
what most people would refer to as descriptive,
administrative and structural metadata. There are a
huge number of metadata initiatives, and it is diffi-
cult to figure out how these initiatives can work
together. Dale (2002) explained how initiatives like
the Open Archival Information System (OAIS), the
Open Archives Initiative (OAI), the Online
Information eXchange (ONIX), and the OpenURL
could potentially fit and work together in the follow-
ing ways. OAIS provides a general framework and an
information model, with the U.K.’s Cedars project
leading the way in developing an OAIS-based meta-
data specification. The OAI standards, on the other
hand, defined ways in which descriptive metadata
(Dublin Core) could be shared between organiza-
tions. ONIX is a standard for the representation and
communication of product information from the
book industry. OpenURL is a standardized format for
transporting bibliographic-type metadata between
information services and could be used as a basis for
reference linking. It is possible that an OpenURL
could link to an OAIS Dissemination Information
Package (DIP). As for a ‘wrapper’ that would be able
to link content and all this metadata together, there is
now the XML-based Metadata Encoding and
Transmission Standard (METS) initiative, now coor-
dinated by the Research Libraries Group (RLG).
METS is one option for encoding all of the informa-
tion that would make up OAIS Information
Packages. METS objects and OAIS Archival
Information Packages (AIPs) would contain inside
them all of the other types of metadata. 

The METS schema builds upon the work of The
Making of America II project (MOA2) and provides
an XML document format for encoding metadata
necessary for both management of digital library
objects within a repository and exchange of such
objects between repositories. A METS document con-
sists of four main sections: Descriptive metadata,
Administrative metadata, File groups, and Structural
map. The European Commission co-funded
Metadata Engine (METAe) Project , for instance,
decided to adopt the METS schema as its standard
output schema for several reasons. Firstly, METS
emerged from the MOA 2 project, hence, it has a
strong practical implementation aspect. Second, it
has an open and flexible structure. Third, it is pub-
licly available at the Library of Congress, and most of
all, it is a well-described schema.

1.3 Scope and some challenges of web preservation

Since digital libraries are dynamic and wide-
spread, with content, structure, location, delivery sys-
tems, and users changing frequently and instanta-
neously, they require new thinking and models for
information management, access, use, and long-term
archiving and preservation (Griffin, 2000). 

Traditional libraries stress:
• Service
• Selection, organization, structure for access
• Centralization, standards
• Physical objects and standard genres

Contemporary technological capabilities (e.g.
WWW) stress:

• Flexibility, openness
• Rapid evolution
• Decentralization (geographic, administrative)
• Digital objects, old and new genres

Digital preservation and digital archiving have
been used interchangeably. Both terms mean taking
steps to ensure the longevity of electronic documents.
The 1996 Task Force Report on Archiving of Digital
Information produced by the Commission on
Preservation and Access (now the Council on Library
and Information Resources) and the Research
Libraries Group (RLG) considers long-term preserva-
tion as similar to archiving, and actually identifies
digital archives, rather than digital libraries, as the
unit of activity for the long-term preservation of digi-
tal materials. How does a library differ then from an
archive? In the traditional sense of the word, these
two institutions are usually distinct and separate
entities with libraries focusing on the access func-
tion, and archives concerned with preservation. In
the networked environment though, it would seem
that archives are considered worthless without an
access functionality or service.

The Internet Archive, for instance, started out sim-
ply as an “archive” according to the definition above.
It attempted to collect all publicly accessible web
pages, and these were “dumped” into a computer sys-
tem with no organization or indexing. Even then, the
fact is that without the vision of Brewster Kahle and
his project’s automated approach, these web materi-
als would already have been lost. The nice thing is
that an “Internet Library” service has been launched
by the Internet Archive in 2001 through its Wayback
Machine which now allows people to access archived
versions of web sites, although it is still not a perfect
system.

To be able to preserve web publications, it is nec-
essary to know the construction of the web and some
definitions used to describe it. The web is a way of
viewing pieces of information located in different
places on the Internet as if they were one large
indexed document by using hypertext and multime-
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dia technique. This means that in a way it is impossi-
ble to preserve single publications completely
because they have links pointing to other documents,
which in turn link to others. Long-term preservation
of the web seems to be hard to achieve, since a web
page could not be preserved on paper or microfilm
because the hypertext and multimedia techniques
embedded will get lost and can never be retrieved
again. Hence, the authors are also interested and
concurrently looking into some ways on how to
maintain this link functionality “over time” with the
use of metadata.

1.4 A requirements analysis framework for 
formulating metadata guidelines for collection
management & preservation

Collection management policies that deal with
digital materials present one of the most critical chal-
lenges collection managers have to face. This will not
be limited to technical issues only, but equally impor-
tant are the organizational and management issues.
Preservation decisions must be done at an early stage
of the lifecycle of resources, since delays in taking
preservation decisions can later result in preservation
requirements that are more complex and labor inten-
sive. Therefore, there is a strong need to establish
guidelines that can assist collection managers in
recording the appropriate level of metadata for col-
lection management and preservation. The goal of
this paper is to offer a requirements analysis frame-
work which associates collection management policy
with metadata to help collection managers define
appropriate metadata based on their own require-
ments. The desired effect is for collection-level meta-
data and mechanisms to be shared among digital
archives, but policies can be tailored to the require-
ments of the organization. 

2. Collection management&preservation

“The next great revolution in libraries will be 
in collection development.”

Stanley Chodorow 

“Collection management policy” is a broader term
than collection development, intended also to include
storage, maintenance, de-selection and preservation.
It is an important tool for defining what materials
are of long-term interest to the collection. It needs to
specify the acceptable level of functionality that has
to be preserved if a digital object is to be retained.
Such decisions will influence the level and method of
access that will be necessary for the object as well as
the level of preservation metadata required for long-
term retention. For digital materials, value judg-
ments made by the archivist/collection manager will
determine what level of functionality needs to be
retained. The Cedars Project has coined the term

“significant properties” to describe those components
of a digital object deemed necessary for its long-term
preservation. Determining the significant properties
of a digital object, i.e. the acceptable level of func-
tionality, will dictate the amount of information or
“metadata” that must be stored alongside the
bytestream (the Data Object) to ensure that it
remains “renderable” over time. How much specifici-
ty can be added to the metadata description, while
maintaining broad applicability at the same time – is
the authors’ motivation in proposing the use of meta-
data description levels in this paper.

2.1 The responsibility for web preservation

Digital preservation is defined as the managed
activities necessary for ensuring the long-term main-
tenance and continued accessibility of digital materi-
als. It involves two main functions: the long-term
maintenance of a bytestream and continued accessi-
bility to its contents. Effective lifecycle management
depends on a proactive approach and the coopera-
tion of a number of stakeholders including content
creators (See Figure 1 for the lifecycle diagram).

According to Allen (2000), “The management of
digital collections is becoming a core Web-based
service”. He used the acronym SOAP to describe his 

essential elements in collection management,
which are Selection, Organization, Access, and
Persistence. It is also realistic to assume that we can
not depend on data creators to preserve their own
work because they lack both the power and the moti-
vation to do so. Casey (1998) points out that the cre-
ator is rarely the “owner” of the server space where a
site is located:

More often than not, Web site stability relies on who
“owns” the server space where a site resides.
Ownership means that the author of the Web site has
control over use of the space as long as the content is
within the policies of the administration of the server…
Many folks in the academic world use the space
allowed them on their university accounts to post Web
pages. They cannot claim ownership of this space, just
the right to borrow it for as long as they are associated
with the institution or according to the Internet usage
policy of the university. The irony is that many of these
sites possess the content and quality that librarians
want to preserve.

Preliminary results of a survey (Greenstein et al.,
2001) issued by the Digital Libraries Federation
(DLF) to its members discussed the library’s relative
role in creating, providing access to, and preserving
digital assets within the university that contribute
new forms of scholarly communication (e.g. e-jour-
nals, e-print repositories, digitized content, etc.).
Many units within the university are taking responsi-
bility for the production of digital content that con-
tribute new forms of scholarly communications. The
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library is primarily responsible for the production of
that content based on library holdings. Responsibility
for other such content is widely spread across units
with academic departments taking primarily respon-
sibility for e-print repositories, e-journals, and dis-
tance learning materials. IT and academic computing
departments have limited responsibility for produc-
tion of digital information content of any kind.

The library though has a greater role in providing
access to this content much more than creation of
content. It is primarily responsible for providing
access to digitized library content, to e-journal con-
tent, to e-books and to e-prints. Where preservation
of such content is concerned, only the digitized
library holdings appear at all to be secure. Most
respondents to the DLF survey claim that the library
takes responsibility for the preservation of these
holdings, but other kinds of digital content such as e-
journals and e-prints are apparently at risk.

2.2 Lifecycle management of digital materials

In traditional records management, the term
‘information lifecycle’ has long been used to describe
the processes related to the creation and manage-
ment of information. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 1 (Brown, 2000). Preservation of digital mate-
rials needs to be an integral part of digital collection

management and must therefore be incorporated
into the overall management of an organization from
acquisition through to preservation. It requires active
management that begins at the creation of the mate-
rial and depends on a proactive approach by digital
repositories and the cooperation of stakeholders.

2.3 Collection descriptions

In the library domain, discussion has tended to
focus on so-called “item” level metadata (i.e., descrip-
tions of individual books, articles, and so on). The
new environment brings about new requirements.
The broker needs to have access to various types of
metadata to support its operation. This is data about
its environment and the resources in it. It should be
clear that metadata is of central importance in dis-
tributed information environments. 

Typically information objects exist in collections,
where a collection comprises similar information
objects. These collections might be databases, web-
sites, document supply centers or libraries. They may
be particular collections within a library, or the cata-
log for such collections. Such collections are also, of
course, information objects, and collections may con-
tain other collections. Collections will also have dif-
ferent terms and conditions associated with their use.
Typically collections will be managed by organiza-

Figure 1. The Information Lifecycle (Used with permission from the Cedars Project. Cedars
Guide to Digital Collection Management, 2002)
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tions. Information objects may be data or metadata.
Those who used Dublin Core (DC) expressed a

strong need for item-level access, and somewhat less
concern for grouping items into definable collections
or sub-collections. There seemed also to be more uni-
formity of size and type among their materials. DC is
cheaper to work in than MARC because of its limited
element set. Those who used the Encoded Archival
Description (EAD) standard wanted to organize
items into collections and sub-collections, and saw
the items just like chapters in a book or articles in a
journal. A lack of uniformity of size and type within a
collection also made EAD attractive. EAD is also
cheaper to work in than MARC, because large num-
bers of items can be grouped (Seadle, 2001). 

Archival description is the equivalent in archivol-
ogy to cataloging in librarianship. There are impor-
tant differences of principle and practice between
these two fields. The definition from the General
International Standard Archival Description
(ISAD(G), 2001) makes use of two important con-
cepts underlying archival management, which are as
follows: 
• The principle of representation: Because original

archival materials cannot be organized for direct
physical access by users, they have to be managed
and retrieved by using representations. These have
to contain the right data to allow for their effective
use in the various management functions. 

• The unit of description: The basic unit in archival
management is taken to be the group (“fonds” in
international usage, and also often called a “collec-
tion”). Most often, a group is a large body of mate-
rials that can be subdivided into subordinate enti-
ties. It would be normal, therefore, for an archive
group to have a description representing the
whole group, followed by a number of interlinked
descriptions of its components. Generally, archival
descriptions must contain information on the
provenance, background, and context of the mate-
rials. It is, in principle, not possible to describe
archival materials in terms of their contents and
physical form alone. Provenance information
includes a history of the administration or activity
that caused the archives to be created and explains
how they were used during the period when they
were current records.

2.4 Linking policy to metadata

By merging traditional collection levels (Table 1)
and collection level descriptions for digital resources
which we call “Persistence levels” (Table 2) in the
form of a matrix (Table 3), this can serve as a good
starting point for developing a method of linking pol-
icy to metadata (Calanag et al., 2001). In addition, a
set of values can be chosen for each combination
according to the degree to which digital materials are
persistent based on LeFurgy’s (2002) definitions.
Persistence is based on consistent and transparent

rules for description and structure, standardized file
formats, and so forth. In general terms, LeFurgy said
that degrees of persistence can be represented in
three categories (LeFurgy, 2002). In Table 3, these
confidence ratings are what we considered as
“Preservation requirement levels” in this paper. 
• High (H): Fully persistent materials that enable

high confidence for ongoing preservation and
access.

• Medium (M): Partially persistent materials that
enable medium confidence for ongoing preserva-
tion and access.

• Low (L): Marginally persistent materials that
enable low confidence for ongoing preservation
and access.

Given that persistence is closely tied to the clarity
and consistency with standards by digital resources,
it follows that materials that are highly structured
tend to be inherently easier to preserve and access
over time. Conversely, less structured materials tend
to be harder to manage. In addition, persistence can
also be tied to resource availability in terms of the
digital object’s persistent identifier.

The authors propose that these three Preservation
requirement levels (High/Medium/Low) may deter-
mine the granularity of the preservation metadata
that will be required to ensure that the digital materi-
als will be preserved and accessed over time. In other
words, a choice among High/Medium/Low can be
associated with item-level, class-level, or collection-
level preservation metadata, respectively (see Table
4). As shown in a Sample Policy Table (Table 3), a
general rule of thumb is that we go from High to Low
as the persistence levels gain lower confidence and
stability. Collection manager-defined default ratings
or a blank space(s) denoting Not Applicable can be
assigned according to the institution’s policy.

3. Digital archives in academia

“Universities are becoming publishers and they need 
to take responsibility for their own output.”

Cedars Final Workshop summary 

There is some need for institutional responsibility
from universities, especially with regard to local
scholarly material, learning objects and institutional
records. Cedars, for example, had focused on the
incoming digital acquisitions of research libraries and
the intellectual content created by institutions, both
digitized and “born digital”. Preservation was about
the continued accessibility of the content of digital
resources, and was focused on the content rather than
any particular medium. One major difference
between traditional collection management strategies
and that needed for digital information is that consid-
eration of preservation requirements needed to hap-
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pen much earlier in a resource’s life cycle. Decisions
taken at each stage in the lifecycle would influence
options at other stages. It follows, therefore, that cre-

ators play a significant role in digital preservation. 
The most likely collection model would be distrib-

uted, but there would be a need for transparency as

Table 1. Collection levels 

Levels Description

Comprehensive A collection to include all significant works of recorded knowledge in all applicable lan-
guages for a defined and limited field.

Research A collection which includes the major dissertations and independent research, including 
materials containing research reporting new findings, scientific experimental results, 
and other information useful to research.

Study A collection which is adequate to support undergraduate and most graduate course work, 
and to maintain knowledge of a subject required for limited or general purposes.

Basic A highly selective collection which serves to introduce and define the information avail-
able elsewhere.

Minimal A collection in which few selections are made beyond very specific works.

Table 2. Persistence levels

Levels Description

Archived Material is hosted in the library, and it intends to keep intellectual content of material 
available permanently.

Served Material is hosted in the library, but no commitment to keeping it available.
Mirrored Copy of material residing elsewhere is hosted in the library, and it makes no commitment 

to archiving. Another institution has primary responsibility for content and mainte-
nance.

Brokered Material is physically hosted elsewhere and maintained by another institution, but the 
library has negotiated access to it; includes metadata and links in the catalog, and 
library users can locate and cross-search it.

Linked Material is hosted elsewhere, and the library points to it at that location; no control over 
the material.

Finding Aids Electronic finding aids and metadata held by the library to facilitate discovery and 
searching; this metadata is associated with the library’s digital collections or elsewhere, 
but may be stored, managed and maintained separately from them.

De-accessioned Accessioned resources that have not been retained after review.

Table 3. Putting it all together:
A Requirements analysis matrix linking policy and metadata – A Sample Policy Table

Persistence Levels Comprehensive Research Study  Basic Minimal

Archived <HIGH (Default)>

Served

Mirrored

Brokered MEDIUM MEDIUM

Linked

Finding Aids <LOW (Default)>

De-accessioned  <N/A (Default)>
Preservation Requirement Levels

Requires Item-level metadata
Requires Collection-

level metadataRequires Class-
level metadata

Not Applicable

In using this matrix, a general rule of thumb is that we go from High to Low as the persistence levels gain lower confidence

and stability. Collection manager - defined default ratings or Not Applicable <N/A>ratings can be assigned according to the

institution’s policy.
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to which organizations are preserving what materials
and clarification of roles and responsibilities. We
would have to adapt to high volumes of information
which would stress the importance of distributed
solutions and the automation of ingest and metadata
capture processes. There would also be a need to find
and manage the information, based on metadata and
persistent identification. Another major challenge in
the academic sector would be e-prints and e-theses.
The scale of the challenges faced would mean future
archiving would be distributed.

3.1 Persistent archive architecture

Archivists rely on persistent archives to support all
aspects of data collection management. Persistent
archives provide a mechanism needed to support dis-
tributed data access across heterogeneous data
resources (Moore, 2002; Ludascher, et.al., 2001).
Using concepts and terminology from the Open
Archival Information System (OAIS) reference
model, Figure 2 shows a digital archive architecture
that can be built around XML-based standards and
technologies.

First, the producer and the archive need to agree
on the submission policies (e.g., acceptable submis-
sion formats, specifications on what are to be pre-
served, access functions, and other legal require-
ments), and the preservation policies. General preser-
vation decisions can be made based on the matrix
presented in Table 3 which will serve as a require-
ments analysis framework. Then, the producer can
ingest these SIPs (METS-encoded Submission
Information Packages = Descriptive Information +
Content Information) into the Collection Manage-
ment System where they are assigned the appropri-
ate metadata at the granularity level based on the

requirements analysis framework. The “highly per-
sistent” (H) the resource is considered to be, the
more detailed preservation metadata should be to
allow the resource to be emulated, for example, on
future platforms. Once these additional information
are added to Descriptive metadata, SIPs are trans-
formed into AIPs (Archival Information Packages)
which are put into archival storage. Migration of
AIPs in the archive is simply a regular refreshing
process (for now) to prevent obsolescence of AIPs.
The bitstream of the content will remain unchanged.
Only new provenance metadata will be added every
time medium migration is done.

The levels of metadata granularity are described in
Table 4 which shows their equivalence to the preser-
vation requirement levels.

3.2 Preservation metadata at the three granularity
levels

Figure 3 presents a simple collection description
model to provide a view of the framework into which
the metadata granularity level fits. Most of the
preservation metadata elements enumerated in
Appendix 1 have been recommended by the
OCLC/RLG Working Group on Preservation
Metadata (2002) in their latest report. Grouping the
metadata elements according to the three granularity
levels, is one possible categorization proposed by the
authors.

This is how the proposed “collection management
decision guide” (Table 3) can be applied. Default rat-
ings can be set for certain combinations. However, let
us take a specific example, a HIGH rating has been
assigned to the combination SERVED + STUDY by
the collection manager. This means that Item-level
description or metadata should be provided for each

PRODUCER CONSUMER

COLLECTION  MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

ARCHIVAL
STORAGE

SIPs DIPs

Collection-level descr iption

Ingest Access

AIP

migration

DI + CI  (in METS) XSLT/METS

Legend:
DI - Descriptive Information SIPs – Submission Information Package(s) DIPs – Dissemination Information 

CI – Content Information AIP – Archival Information Package  Package(s)

Figure 2. Digital archive architecture
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item in the aggregation or set. To designate a HIGH
rating entails a big responsibility and commitment
on part of the institution since very detailed metada-
ta has to be provided or generated (see Appendix 1).
Decisions have to be given much thought by the col-
lection manager, and one main criterion that can
guide decision-making is the persistence of materials.
On the other hand, if it has been decided that
LINKED + BASIC =LOW, then it means that Collec-
tion-level description or metadata should be used.
These collection-level descriptions or metadata can
then be shared among digital archives for cross-
searching, access and re-use.

4. Conclusions

The authors have laid down a collection manage-
ment guide in the form of a requirements analysis
matrix for general applicability in the academic envi-
ronment, where preservation policy decisions can be
made according to local requirements. It also pre-
scribed a digital archive architecture that can be used
in distributed environments which can serve as a
mechanism for institutions to coordinate their digital
preservation activities while at the same time, retain-
ing the flexibility to meet their local needs. 

In selecting materials for preservation, evaluation
decisions might reflect technical issues including the
quality of the data object and its existing metadata, and
the technical environment, both hardware and soft-
ware, needed to access and use the data object. Accord-
ing to the persistence of resources as determined by
collection managers and/or information producers, this
paper prescribed a way to ensure that documentation
will be preserved so that environments can be recon-
structed for future “processability” or accessibility. 

For organizations taking responsibility for the
long-term preservation of digital materials, a written
and up to date collection management policy is criti-
cal. It provides an important tool for the collection
managerby inviting consideration of all the relevant
issues early in the lifecycle of digital materials within
their scope. 

Two vital criteria for preservation are to ensure
that the preserved digital object can be found, and
that the preserved digital object can be understood.
For these criteria to be met, it is vital that each pre-
served digital object has a unique and persistent
identifier. For their future work, the authors are cur-
rently conceptualizing a mechanism for encoding
preservation metadata in a URL that offers context-
sensitive links that should lead to the appropriate
versions of the resource that the user needs.

Table 4. Mapping between Preservation requirement levels and metadata granularity

Metadata granularity Description

High item-level metadata Individual digital objects are packaged into the 
Content Information (CI).

Medium class-level metadata Structural information is handled; this metadata 
describes types of object attributes, and aggregation 
information (Context Information)

Low collection-level metadata Can be added to the Descriptive Information (DI) and 
in this paper, this also refers to the RSLP collection 
description schema

A Collection
(AIP)

A Group of
Items

A sub-collection

An Item

HasPart/
IsPartOf

HasPart/
IsPartOf

HasPart/
IsPartOf ITEM-

LEVEL
METADATA

CLASS-LEVEL METADATA

COLLECTION-
LEVEL
METADATA

Figure 3. Collection description model
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